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From #1 bestselling author Brandon Sanderson and Janci Patterson comes the second of three
Skyward series novellas, each told from the perspective of a different member of the team back
on Detritus. Read Alanik's story between Starsight and Cytonic.“Don’t trust their lies. Don’t trust
their false peace.” That is the warning that Alanik of the planet ReDawn gave the human pilot
Spensa after Alanik’s ship crash-landed on Detritus. While accepting an invitation to meet with
her people’s enemy, the Galactic Superiority, Alanik heard Spensa’s cry for help across the
vastness of space, and she used her cytonic powers to hyperjump her ship to the source of that
cry. What she found there was a shock—a whole planet of free humans fighting against the
Superiority. Were they the allies her people desperately needed? When she recovered from her
injuries and met the friendly humans Jorgen and FM of Skyward Flight, she found that her
warning to Spensa had gone unheeded by the government of Detritus, and they were
considering a peace overture from the Superiority. Now having returned to ReDawn, Alanik is
dismayed to learn that her own people are falling into the exact same trap. The faction in
ReDawn’s government that wants to appease the Superiority has gained the upper hand. With
Alanik’s mentor, Renakin captured, she has no one to turn to but Jorgen, FM, and their friend
Rig. An ancient technology may have the power to save both of their planets from disaster, but
can they discover its secrets before it’s too late? Praise for SkywardAn Instant New York Times
BestsellerA Kirkus Reviews Best Book of the Year • "Startling revelations and stakes-raising
implications . . . Sanderson plainly had a ball with this nonstop, highflying
opener, and readers will too." —Kirkus Reviews, starred review • "With this action-packed
trilogy opener, Sanderson offers up a resourceful, fearless heroine and a memorable cast." —
Publishers Weekly, starred review   • "It is impossible to turn the pages fast enough." —Booklist

"In her new book, Brain Food: The Surprising Science of Eating for Cognitive Power Dr. Lisa
Mosconi highlights the connection between diet and brain function and shares approachable,
actionable tips to put that research into practice."–Forbes“Incredible.”—Maria Shriver "Brain
Food: The Surprising Science of Eating for Cognitive Power" [is] a guide to the latest research on
the links between nutrition and brain health.”—Los Angeles Times“By drawing on more than
fifteen years of scientific research and experience, Dr. Mosconi provides expert advice to
prevent medical decline and sharpen memory. Her brain healthy recipes will help you maintain
peak cognitive performance well into old age and therefore delay and may even prevent the
appearance of debilitating diseases like Alzheimer’s.”—KTLA “Good Morning LA”"At last we are
beginning to acknowledge how important nutrition is to brain health. And in Brain Food we have
a superb guide! As a neuroscientist with a degree in nutrition, Dr. Lisa Mosconi gives us
powerful advice on how to eat for maximum brain power as well as maximum pleasure. Highly



recommended!"—Mark Hyman, MD, New York Times bestselling author of Eat Fat, Get Thin "If
we knew what our brains looked like, we’d take better care of them. Often surprising, always
accessible, this fascinating book not only reveals the science behind neuro-nutrition, it shows us
what we could be eating for maximum brain power."—Sara Gottfried, MD, New York Times
bestselling author of Younger, The Hormone Reset Diet, and The Hormone Cure "Scientists
know that diet plays a huge role in brain health--and now Brain Food distills this research into a
practical guide. Mosconi provides accessible advice and lots of options for fueling your brain
and aging well. This is an empowering resource for anyone who wants to take their brain health
into their own hands (and spoons, and forks)." —Kelly McGonigal, PhD, author of The Willpower
Instinct and The Upside of Stress "Brain Food is a critically important book. Food is medicine or
it is poison. The brain uses 20-30% of the calories you consume. If you want to keep and save
your brain you have to get your food right. Brain Food will help you do just that in a delicious,
easy way."—Daniel G. Amen, MD, Founder, Amen Clinics and author of Memory Rescue "Can a
Mediterranean diet help avert Alzheimer’s? Mosconi’s persuasive account of the surprising
connection between food and brain health sparkles with well-researched nutritional
evidence. Brain Food offers culinary wisdom and reasons for hope in equal measure."—Richard
Wrangham, PhD, Ruth B. Moore Professor of Biological Anthropology at Harvard University,
author of Catching Fire "Over the years, I have learned so much from the work of Dr. Mosconi,
whose accomplished credentials spanning both neuroscience and nutrition are wholly
unique. This book represents the first time her studies on the interaction between food and long-
term cognitive function reach a general audience. Dr. Mosconi always makes the point that we
would eat differently and treat our brains better if only we could see what we are doing to
them. From the lab to the kitchen, this is extremely valuable and urgent advice, complete with
recommendations that any one of us can take."—Richard S. Isaacson, MD, author of The
Alzheimer's Prevention and Treatment Diet and Alzheimer's Treatment Alzheimer's
Prevention "In an era of confusion about what we should eat, Brain Food is a shining light. This is
the straight story about 'neuro-nutrition' firmly rooted in research by a neuroscientist who has a
deep understanding of how food affects our cognitive health. Dr. Mosconi gives us advice we
can easily implement into our lives and a story about the science behind it that is both delightful
and accessible. A must read!"—Elissa Epel, PhD, Professor, UCSF, New York Times bestselling
co-author of The Telomere Effect“If you’ve ever suspected you could be giving your brain better
food for thought, this is the book to pick up.”—New York Post“Think sharper by eating meals like
grilled salmon in ginger-garlic marinade from this neuroscientist and nutritionist. How genius.”—
Marie Claire“In this fascinating investigation, Lisa Mosconi presents research that crosses
disciplines to argue that what goes on in your brain—from your mood to your cognitive abilities—
is very closely tied to what you put on your plate. In addition to being a compelling read, readers
will find tips and outlines on ways they can change their diets for optimal brain health.”—Real
Simple“This book is as timely as it is eye-opening, in a period when life spans are increasing and
awareness grows about the way brain chemistry is shaped by emotional history and



environment in addition to food. That synchronicity gives this reader a bit of a rush.”—Spirituality
& Health“An important shift needs to be made in the latter: we should pay attention to the way
food makes us feel, not to the way it makes us look. This is why it was so refreshing to stumble
across Dr. Lisa Mosconi's new book Brain Food.”—PsychologyToday.comAbout the AuthorDr.
Lisa Mosconi, PhD, INHC, is the associate director of the Alzheimers Prevention Clinic at Weill
Cornell Medical College (WCMC)/New York-Presbyterian Hospital. She also is an adjunct faculty
member at NYU School of Medicine, NYU Steinhardt School of Nutrition and Public Health, and
the University of Florence (Italy).Dr. Lisa Mosconi, PhD, INHC, is the associate director of the
Alzheimer's Prevention Clinic at Weill Cornell Medical College (WCMC)/NewYork-Presbyterian
Hospital. She also is an adjunct faculty member at NYU School of Medicine, NYU Steinhardt
School of Nutrition and Public Health, and the University of Florence (Italy). Dr. Lisa Mosconi,
PhD, INHC, is the associate director of the Alzheimer's Prevention Clinic at Weill Cornell Medical
College (WCMC)/NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital. She also is an adjunct faculty member at NYU
School of Medicine, NYU Steinhardt School of Nutrition and Public Health, and the University of
Florence (Italy). Dr. Lisa Mosconi, PhD, INHC, is the associate director of the Alzheimer's
Prevention Clinic at Weill Cornell Medical College (WCMC)/NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital. She
also is an adjunct faculty member at NYU School of Medicine, NYU Steinhardt School of
Nutrition and Public Health, and the University of Florence (Italy). --This text refers to the
audioCD edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.The Looming Brain
Health CrisisThe Good NewsLet’s start with some good news. We, as a human race, are living
longer than ever before. Life expectancy has been steadily on the rise for over two hundred
years. During the twentieth century in particular, there has been nothing less than a downright
boom in human longevity. This dramatic increase in life expectancy ranks as one of society’s
greatest achievements. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, while most
babies born in 1900 did not live past age fifty, life expectancy now averages just under eighty
years old in most industrialized countries.It turns out that the secret behind our recently
extended life span is not due to genetics or natural selection, but rather to the relentless
improvements made to our overall standard of living. From a medical and public health
perspective, these developments were nothing less than game changing. For example, major
diseases such as smallpox, polio, and measles have been eradicated by mass vaccination. At
the same time, better living standards achieved through improvements in education, housing,
nutrition, and sanitation systems have substantially reduced malnutrition and infections,
preventing many unnecessary deaths among children. Furthermore, technologies designed to
improve health have become available to the masses, whether via refrigeration to prevent
spoilage or systemized garbage collection, which in and of itself eliminated many common
sources of disease. These impressive shifts have not only dramatically affected the ways in
which civilizations eat, but also determined how civilizations will live and die.In the end, we are
living longer and longer lives. In most industrialized nations old age is now a reasonable
expectation, so much so that scientists are adamant: an older society is here to stay. That’s good



news—news that is hard won over the millennia of the history of humankind. The Not Such Good
NewsNow for the flip side. As it turns out, to some degree, we might be -victims of our own
success. Unfortunately, this increase in life span has not necessarily provided us with additional
years of particularly high-quality health. Old age can come with wisdom, but it just as regularly
arrives with some less illustrious additions. Hearing loss, bifocal glasses, slower reflexes, and
common medical ailments such as arthritis, rheumatisms, and respiratory problems are
examples of those side effects we’d rather do without. What is of greater concern is that
deterioration of the brain sneaks up on many of us as we age, making us vulnerable to memory
deficits and loss of cognitive function.Over the years, I’ve asked countless patients, “What
concerns you most about your future health?” More often than not, it wasn’t the condition of their
heart or even the risk of cancer that came to mind. Today, the greatest fear for most people is
that they might end their days -battling dementia.The most common cause of dementia, and
probably the most feared, is the memory-robbing Alzheimer’s disease. The idea of losing track
of one’s own thoughts, or being unable to remember our loved ones, is cause for great anxiety,
fear, and stress. Equally daunting is our inevitable grief at seeing a relative or close friend suffer
from this devastating disease.This concern is understandable. Of all the challenges to aging in
the twenty-first century, nothing compares to the unprecedented scale of Alzheimer’s. According
to recent reports from the Alzheimer’s Association, the number of people living with Alzheimer’s
in the United States alone is an estimated 5.3 million. As the baby boomer generation ages, the
number of patients is predicted to reach a staggering 15 million cases by 2050. This is the
population of Los Angeles, New York, and Chicago all together.A similar trend is observed
planet wide. Today more than 46 million people live with dementia the world over. This number is
estimated to increase to 132 million by the year 2050.Further, while Alzheimer’s represents the
most recognizable (and most common) framework for dementia, there are many ways a healthy
brain can go awry: other forms of dementia, Parkinson’s disease, stroke, depression, and so
forth. As more countries reap the benefits of longer lives, the burden of all these disorders is
reaching an alarming proportion. If that weren’t enough, beyond specific disorders, general age--
related cognitive impairment might affect three to four times as many people, with extraordinary
psychological, social, and economic consequences.As we take in the challenges of such an
unprecedented brain health crisis, the year 2050 doesn’t seem so far away.We need a cure, and
we need it fast. The Breaking NewsNow for the news that provides us with hope. Recent medical
breakthroughs have radically changed our understanding of aging and disease by showing that
the brain changes leading to dementia unfold over -decades before anyone ever forgets a name
or loses their keys. These findings have revealed a much more complex picture than previously
imagined.Two technologies in particular have deeply changed the way we understand brain
aging. On the one hand, we finally have access to “cheap genomics” (affordable DNA testing),
which allows us to take an important peek into our genetic predispositions. While just five years
ago we would have had to spend thousands of dollars to do a proper genetic screening on
patients, today anyone can obtain such precious information for just a few hundred.In addition,



we have lab tests such as brain imaging that allow us to view how the brain is functioning over
time, in response to both our genetics and our lifestyle choices. Scientists now have access to
sophisticated brain imaging techniques, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
positron emission tomography (PET), which allow a view of the human brain from the inside out.
Brain imaging has given us a rare and opportune window from which we can catch a glimpse of
the actual progression of many brain diseases years in advance of any noticeable clinical
symptoms. Finally, we can track the development of diseases like Alzheimer’s as they unfold,
and use that knowledge to identify people at risk many years, if not decades, before clinical
symptoms emerge.As you’ll notice, a large part of the discussion around nutrition for brain health
references Alzheimer’s. This is primarily because Alzheimer’s is one of the few neurological
diseases reaching epidemic proportions that scientists can agree is influenced by diet, and as
such, it is the instigator for much of the funded research in the space. In order to figure out what
people need to eat to improve or maintain optimal cognitive capacities, we need to compare
people who age gracefully (from the brain’s perspective) to those who unfortunately do not. In
this context, Alzheimer’s is in effect shorthand for the most extreme responses of the brain to the
nutrients we provide. The lessons learned, and behaviors to follow, apply therefore to broader
cognitive health as well as many, if not all, forms of cognitive decline associated with brain aging.
In much the same way that following the guidelines to prevent heart disease is good for everyone
—not just those at risk for cardiac events—the newly discovered dietary strategies to prevent
Alzheimer’s are also those that optimize cognitive health overall, over the course of a lifetime
and with benefits across the board. Research findings in Alzheimer’s can then be used as a
framework that stands in for cognitive decline of the aging brain as as a whole.By using brain
imaging, several teams across the world have been successful in mapping the development of
Alzheimer’s over time, showing how it occurs gradually in the brain and progresses over a
twenty-to-forty-year period before clinical symptoms emerge. In other words, cognitive
impairment is not a mere consequence of old age, but rather represents the endgame of years
after years of accumulated insults to the brain. What’s even more disconcerting is that the brain
changes leading to dementia can begin as early as young adulthood, and in some cases, even
from birth. As it turns out, Alzheimer’s is not a disease of the old, nor does it hit without
warning.Currently, our understanding is that many genetic, lifestyle, and environmental factors
can potentially damage the brain while one is still young, triggering a cascade of pathological
events that ultimately lead to cognitive deterioration. Whether we’re referring to the somewhat
typical forgetfulness and mild memory issues that many people experience around age sixty, or
to the full-blown dementia and loss of independent function in older age, there is a long period of
time during which brain changes can be under way without the disease yet causing any
noticeable symptoms.If this sounds frightening, take heart.The key message from these studies,
including my own work, is that this lengthy gap leaves a precious window of time to finally and
thoroughly explore the power of prevention. There is increasing evidence that implementing the
lifestyle changes -described in this book has the potential to prevent Alzheimer’s from



developing and also to help slow down or even halt progression of the disease in those who are
currently suffering from -dementia.If that weren’t enough, eating for your brain isn’t just a
powerful -preventative against disease—it actually helps you achieve peak performance in every
part of your life. Beyond the specific fears over any particular desease and toward a more
general hope for better brain health over a longer life, this is a call to action. Anyone who is old
enough to consider how their brain will remain healthy into old age is old enough to start making
vital changes to address that immediately.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Read more
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Kenton Olds,who makes me laugh every day—JPOneI stood at the edge of a balcony on one of
the branches of the Stadium tree, watching the games play out in the enormous hollow below.
This particular tree had been chosen for its shape—branches reaching out horizontally and then
curving up and inward like the sides of a massive vase, large enough that the spectators on the
far side appeared to be nothing more than rows of rippling dots. Twelve ships soared across the
widest part of the hollow, six painted Independence blue and the remaining in Unity yellow.Dim
light filtered through the red and purple miasma in the sky above the canopy, and enormous
spotlights hung on cables from the branches above, illuminating the ships jetting about. Above
the spotlights, just beneath the huge sweeping branches, a hologram enlarged the skirmish, and
I watched as one of the Independence ships broke away from the pack, dodging a barrage of
laser fire, and slipped through the hoop marking the goal.Cheers rang through the stadium, and
the mining corps that sponsored this match lit off a round of fireworks in Independence blue.
With three goals so far, the Independence team was winning.At least we were winning at



something.Beside me, Rinakin—my advisor in the cytonic training program—half-heartedly
waved an Independence pennant: a twig with a blue fabric leaf attached at the top. While most in
the stadium wore garments of yellow or blue, Rinakin dressed entirely in black, though at least
his jacket had a blueish sheen. He was taller than me, and his skin had a slightly rosier tint to it,
both traits that indicated his ancestors came from Reaching tree. In the days before ship travel,
the denizens of each tree only intermixed when the trees bumped into each other across the
miasma.Now that Rinakin had lost his Council seat in the wave of Unity appointments, we were
more or less equals—him as the leader of the Independence Party and me as a cytonic. That felt
strange; he was many seasons older than me and much wiser, yet here we were, now
essentially the same status even if I didn’t have his experience.“It is good to have you home,
Alanik,” Rinakin said. “I was worried about you.”“It is good to be home,” I said. “Even if it means I
failed.”“Many of our people have failed between these branches,” Rinakin said.That was true. I
remembered a time when failing in the games had felt like a tragedy. The stakes here were
personal—members of the winning teams of even the junior league championships could expect
to secure top spots as transit and cargo pilots or appointments to the air force, not that ReDawn
had seen actual combat for generations.I’d skipped over all that when my cytonic powers had
manifested—I’d jumped from the junior leagues straight to the upper echelons of the fighting
corps. As one of only five living UrDail cytonics and the only capable teleporter, I was
theoretically invaluable to my people’s survival.Not that I’d done them much good during my last
mission.I sighed, leaning back against the wooden seat carved into the branch of the tree. The
island trees floated in the miasma of ReDawn, their roots planted in large chunks of naturally
occurring acclivity stone. The trees grew thick layers of bark, deep enough that entire rooms
could be excavated beneath its surface without reaching the living parts of the tree near the
base of the branches. Here, higher in the branches, one might be able to reach new wood by
digging in six feet or so—plenty of room to carve smaller structures without harming the tree.
This balcony and all of its seating had been meticulously carved into the bark, making it a part of
the huge living stadium. It was good to be back beneath the familiar branches, but…“I was
supposed to bring back the secret to hyperdrive technology,” I said. “Instead, I gave the
opportunity to the humans. They’ll try to make peace with the Superiority—make the same
mistakes we have made.”“Perhaps,” Rinakin said. “I’m more concerned that we will make the
same mistakes we have made.”Given the number of yellow pennants flying in the stadium, the
fear was reasonable.“Besides, we have information now,” Rinakin said. “Not the information you
left to retrieve, but important information all the same.”Much less important, in my mind, but
Rinakin had a point. Many of my people believed the humans had been exterminated for their
refusal to capitulate, for their stubborn insistence on fighting for freedom instead of assimilating
into the Superiority. Humans were a cautionary tale, a justification for the appeasement policies
that gave the Superiority more and more control over ReDawn.If it became known that the
humans were alive, that they had somehow managed to resist all this time—indeed, that they
were beginning to break free from the Superiority’s forced imprisonment—it would be a huge



blow to the Unity movement. A weakness I hoped we could exploit to drag some kind of success
from my failure.Which was why I wanted to keep the information from Unity for as long as
possible. We needed to figure out how to use it before they did.Below, the teams lined up for
another bout. As per the rules, the Unity team would now appoint a new stringer—the ship
whose job it was to cut across the battlefield and make it to the opposing team’s hoop without
getting tagged by the lasers. Each pilot had to take a turn as a stringer until everyone had had a
turn, or until the other team could no longer catch up in points. A team couldn’t rely on one
strong player—the tree was only as healthy as its weakest branch.Unity selected their stringer—
Havakal, one of their strongest offensive players. Independence had started with their best
players in the hopes of building momentum—it was easier to perform at your best when you
already felt like you were winning. Unity had saved their better players for last.“They’re hoping to
prey on our overconfidence,” I said. “But the Independence team will know that’s what they’re
doing.”“Yes,” Rinakin said. “But it may still work.”I looked around at the cloud of blue and yellow
pennants waved by the thousands of spectators gathered on their balconies. The colors were
about even, which should have been a comfort. But they hadn’t been even in the Council
balancing, when Unity swept the Council seats, demolishing the Independence majority. I’d been
gone for nineteen sleep cycles—missing the balancing entirely.I’d left hoping to discover the
secret that would free my people from Superiority control. If I had succeeded and returned
before the balancing, the wind might have swept in our favor, but I’d returned with nothing, only
to find us closer to bondage than ever.I glanced over at Rinakin. He’d intimidated me at first, but
though he expected a lot of me, he was never discouraging, only intense. In fact, there was an
intensity about him even when he was relaxed. Rinakin wasn’t a cytonic himself, though he’d
mentored most of the UrDail cytonics as we’d come into our powers.The other cytonics were all
working with Unity now. And because the Superiority designated us as “dangerous,” they’d
agreed to use their cytonic abilities only under Council supervision.We were dangerous to the
Superiority. I would give them that.Rinakin kept his focus on the hologram above. I’d attended
games with him before, but when I’d been in training there had always been some lesson I was
meant to learn, some larger goal.Today we were here to keep up appearances. To prove I wasn’t
hiding from the Council and their questions since my return four sleep cycles before.Even
though I was.The private balcony did afford us an opportunity to talk out of earshot of others.
That was a luxury on the populous trees of ReDawn. “At least people are still flying our flag,” I
grumbled.“Yes,” Rinakin said. “But most of them have forgotten this is more than a sport.”“They
remembered when they cast lots in the last Council balancing.”“That too is a sport,” Rinakin said.
“They vote for their team, and some switch sides when their current team is losing.”He was right,
depressing as that was. Even most of my own family had switched sides in the balancing, voting
for Unity instead of Independence. “But that doesn’t make any sense. If enough people change
their votes it causes the other team to lose.”Rinakin’s bone ridges arched. “That’s politics,” he
said.It shouldn’t be. The decisions of the Council determined everything, and when the balance
of representatives shifted, so did the policies. The current Council was a Unity majority, with only



a few Independence delegates remaining, so Unity chose the delegates who negotiated trade
agreements with the Superiority.The Superiority set the terms, of course. The Superiority always
set the terms. But at least when the Independents were in control of the Council, they didn’t
grovel at the feet of the Superiority hoping to be treated like favored pets.Unity scored, and the
hologram switched to a series of messages from sponsors—a transportation company showing
off the interior of their new luxury ships, and the vineyards on String with a new limited juice
flavor they hoped we would try. At the end of the endorsements, a familiar face dominated the air
at the center of the branches.Nanalis, new Council President and Unity High Chancellor. Her
booming voice addressed the crowd from the speakers built into the floors of the
balconies.“Greetings, citizens of ReDawn,” Nanalis said, her voice proud and confident.“What is
this?” I muttered to Rinakin. “Unity is taking out endorsements now? That’s not allowed, is
it?”“They’re supposed to give us equal time,” Rinakin said. “But the Council recently decided to
waive that requirement so long as the message isn’t overtly political.”I wasn’t sure Nanalis was
capable of a message that wasn’t overtly political. She continued to speak—no doubt this
message was prerecorded. Many Council members attended the games to see and be seen,
but the Council President was often too busy.Nanalis thanked the pilots for their hard work and
preparation. “You represent the best of us, and it is because of you that our future is bright.”I
supposed it wasn’t out of line for the Council President to congratulate athletes. But then she
went on.“We call ourselves Unity and Independence, but we all enjoy the benefits of both
freedom and peace. The real enemies are those who seek to divide ReDawn, who threaten our
peace, who put the prosperity of all denizens in jeopardy.”Unity was always calling us divisive for
disagreeing, as if they weren’t doing the same by disagreeing with us. But of course, as they
liked to say, the opposite of division was Unity. As if their choice of a name left us no other option
but to fall in line with them. “She called us the enemy,” I said. “How exactly is that
apolitical?”“That’s why I argued against this in the last session,” Rinakin said. “Who is to
determine what is ‘overt’ and what is not?”As Nanalis made her final remarks, pennants waved
all around the stadium, both blue and yellow. Everyone seemed to agree with her, Independence
and Unity alike.Everyone but us.“Progress for ReDawn!” Nanalis declared. “May her enemies be
swiftly silenced for the good of us all.”Hairs rose on the back of my neck as voices sang out from
all around the stadium, joining in a great rumbling chorus. They were cheering for pretty words
that would destroy us.Progress for ReDawn. It was what we all wanted, of course.But some of us
thought it mattered what we were progressing toward.I knew which enemies she meant to swiftly
silence. “I didn’t realize the miasma had gotten so thick,” I said.Rinakin stared up at the
hologram, which had cut away to feature the ships as they lined up for their next bout. “The wind
has shifted,” Rinakin said. “I fear it grows more toxic all the time.”The ships flew across the field
for the next bout, but all I could see were the waving blue pennants, each one representing a
person who should have been ready to fight for our planet, for our home, but was instead allied
with Unity, who wanted to give it all away.“I think we should leave the match now,” Rinakin said. “I
don’t know how many will believe we are the enemy, but I would rather not be caught in the



crowd.”Cheers went up again, and yellow fireworks filled the air—Unity was gaining on us now.I
didn’t want to watch the match turn on us. “Yes,” I said. “Let’s go.”We stepped onto the stairs that
wound down the branch, passing more private balconies and some larger ones crammed with
families—children riding on parents’ shoulders, waving yellow flags. When we reached a crook
in the branch we followed it down the stairs to the platforms around the trunk, descending
beneath the playing field to Rinakin’s small transport ship, made of dark metal mined from the
core of the planet.I was still bitter about the loss of my own ship, which had been effectively
stolen by the humans. I’d put in a request for another, but the order was taking time to process.
Normally I would have been granted one instantly due to my status as a cytonic. But the Unity
officials must have wanted something to hold over my head until I told them where I’d been and
what I’d learned while I was gone. By law, they couldn’t force me. I would have been happy to
report to the previous Council, but now I would be facing a room full of Unity officials with very
few friendly faces.I guessed they were growing tired of me putting them off.I climbed into the
copilot seat, preferring to sit beside Rinakin rather than on the cushier seats behind us. Rinakin
flew us away from the Stadium tree through the purple and red swirls of gas in the miasma.
Somewhere far below us was the core of the planet, noxious and uninhabitable, visited only by
the mining corps in heavy protective gear. We were in a day cycle—and still a few sleep cycles
away from the fall of night—so the ambient light was fairly bright.We flew into the atmospheric
bubble of Industry, one of the largest of the trees, which housed nearly a quarter of the
population of ReDawn. The branches of Industry reached horizontally away from the trunk of the
tree in all directions, and towers stretched into the space above them, while shorter buildings
were suspended downward from beneath. Several kilometers from the trunk, the branches
reached for the sky, with structures built in spiral patterns winding up the branches all the way to
the tips. The air was thinner here, as the tree processed the toxins out of the atmosphere and
produced the oxygen we needed to breathe.A voice reached into my mind unbidden, though I
wished I could ignore it.Alanik, it said. You and Rinakin left the match before I could speak to
you. We would like to meet with you in the Council chambers immediately.“What is it?” Rinakin
asked.“Quilan,” I said. He was one of the Unity cytonics, the closest to my age, though he was a
few seasons older. “He wants us to meet him at the Council tree.”If he’d noticed we’d left the
stadium early, he’d been watching us. Probably planning to move on us in the stadium, where it
would be harder for us to refuse an escort. Where if we resisted they could accuse us of making
a scene, turn public opinion against us.As if the wind weren’t already blowing that way.Two“I’m
not going to meet with them on their terms,” I said. I could hyperjump from almost anywhere on
ReDawn, but the Council tree—the capital of ReDawn—was home to the other four cytonics.
Working together, they could create a cytonic inhibitor, a field from which I’d be unable to
escape.They could all come to me, of course, but it would be much easier for them to catch me if
I agreed to walk right into their jaws.“Offer to meet them in a neutral location,” Rinakin said.“I
don’t want to,” I said. “Too much risk. They’ll bring the other cytonics.”Rinakin pressed his lips
together. I was right and he knew it.Alanik, Quilan said. Please respond.I will not be meeting with



the Council at this time, I answered. I will let you know when I am next available.I’m sorry, Alanik,
Quilan said. But your attendance is required.“He’s not asking,” I said. “He wants us to believe we
don’t have a choice.” Though of course we did. As long as we could escape from them, we would
always have a choice. To believe otherwise was to hand over our own power, the way they
wanted to hand ReDawn over to the Superiority.“Soon we may not,” Rinakin said. “The Council
voted to consolidate the military. Many of the Independence bases are already submitting to the
Council’s control.”I stared at him. ReDawn had maintained two air forces since the end of the last
war. We competed and drilled against each other, with the understanding that if ReDawn faced a
common threat we would work together to fight it. The division kept us sharp, each side trying to
maintain an edge against the other.“They’re getting ready to move against us,” I said.“Yes,”
Rinakin said. “And they’re doing it in the name of peace.”There hadn’t been real fighting on
ReDawn in almost a century, and both Unity and the Superiority promised peace and
cooperation. Never mind that the Superiority had kept us contained here all this time, punishing
us for rebellion. Never mind that if we accepted their peace, we also had to accept their control
over every aspect of our technology, our travel, our behavior, our culture. They’d already made
us paupers, withholding advanced technology from us because we rejected their rule. Now they
would make us beggars as well, stripping us of our dignity and our heritage in the process.And
so many of my people accepted it. A prisoner could be convinced that they lived in a paradise, if
the prison was pretty enough.“Is there anyone left who will fight with us?”“The base on Hollow
refused to unify,” Rinakin said. “I sent my daughter and her family there. But I’m afraid they won’t
be able to hold out long.”My brother Gilaf was stationed at Hollow. He and his flightmates helped
supervise the lumber work there. Unlike the rest of my family, Gilaf wasn’t going to swallow Unity
lies.“If the other Independence bases see that there are holdouts, maybe they’ll reverse course,”
I said.“That is my hope, but I expect Unity will mobilize their forces quickly to bring them in line.”It
was hard to imagine my people firing on each other, but Unity always seemed more willing to
strike out at us than at the Superiority.“How can they do that and claim it’s for peace?” I
asked.Rinakin didn’t answer that question. I already knew the answer anyway.It was easier to
believe the story they were told than to awaken to the reality of our oppression.“What we need,”
Rinakin said, “are some allies who have not forgotten that we are at war.”I tapped my sharp nails
on the dashboard of the ship. “I know,” I said. When Rinakin originally suggested that I answer
the call to join the Superiority military, I’d been excited. Finally, something I could do. All anyone
on ReDawn ever seemed to want to do was talk. Even though I hadn’t made it to the tryouts,
discovering that our old human allies were still alive and fighting should have been a victory.But
then those former allies kept me unconscious for weeks, woke me only when they needed
something, and then treated me like a prisoner.Still, I remembered the desperation of the
woman who spoke to me first. They want my people dead. We need your help. She at least
seemed to understand the gravity of the situation.And the other one—Jorgen, the male cytonic.
He was clearly untrained, to the point that he didn’t know how to communicate properly. But I did
get a bit of emotion from him through his cytonic resonance, enough to know he wasn’t happy



with the direction things were going.He was scared.But at least the humans knew what it was
like to fight back.“The humans are facing the same problem we are,” I said. “Their leaders are
looking for a way to end the war. If we appeal to them for help, they could side with Unity.”“I don’t
think that will happen,” Rinakin said. “The Council has received a directive from the Superiority.
There’s someone new in charge apparently, and they’re demanding we turn over the humans
we’re harboring.”I stared at Rinakin. “We’re not harboring humans, are we?”“No,” Rinakin said.
“But a human took your place and infiltrated the Superiority. How are the Superiority to assume
that happened?”By the branches. “They think I was working with the humans.”“They think we are
working with the humans,” Rinakin said. “And now they’ve issued an ultimatum. Turn over the
fugitives—”“Or they will very politely destroy us,” I said. “Which isn’t aggressive at all, I’m
sure.”“They’ll justify it,” Rinakin said.They justified everything. And more than half of my people
would parrot the justification as if it made sense, simply because the Superiority said it.“You
think I should return to the humans and ask for help.” In hindsight I should have stayed longer,
tried harder to discern their true intentions. But I’d been disoriented, alarmed at how long I’d
been unconscious, how much I might have missed.And I really did not like that nasty
government woman.I’d thought the myth of human aggression was propaganda spread by the
Superiority. Now I wasn’t so sure. And if they were as aggressive as the Superiority said, they
could be good allies to have right now.They also could be twice as dangerous if they turned
against us.“The Superiority controls us by dividing us,” Rinakin said. “That’s why they wanted us
to think the humans were eradicated. They’re afraid of what we can do together.”That sounded
like a Unity argument, but I saw his point. From what little I’d seen, we had more knowledge of
cytonics and politics, while the humans had real fighting experience, something no one on
ReDawn had anymore.“I don’t know how strong the human military force is,” I said. “Or how
many ships they might be willing to send our way.” If any. My last meeting with them had gone
poorly—I hadn’t endeared myself to their leadership, nor them to me.“Then perhaps they would
take us in as refugees,” Rinakin said. “We could begin to build a resistance from their planet, the
way they once mounted a resistance from ours.” He glanced over at me. “If the humans joined
us, it might grant us the most important resource. Hope.”I didn’t like relying on flighty emotions,
but Rinakin was right. The humans might be our best option.They might be our only option.“Or,
we could use your knowledge of the humans to buy us time,” Rinakin said. “If we seem like we’re
cooperating, Unity might leave us alone a while longer.”He didn’t sound any more excited about
that prospect than I was. “If we give the Superiority what they want, we’re playing right into their
hands.”“Yes. But the Superiority might not be our most pressing concern.”“I don’t want to tell
Unity I found humans,” I said. “We should be using that information to discredit them.”“I agree,”
Rinakin said. “That’s why I think you should return and ask the humans for help, while I go to the
Council and try to reason with them.”“They won’t see reason,” I said.“They might,” Rinakin said.
“Most of Unity’s supporters are blowing their way because they don’t see any other choice. If you
bring the humans to our aid, you give them another option, another path. Remind the humans of
our old alliance, and our potential as current allies. If you succeed, someone is going to have to



advocate for that option with the Council. Will it be you?”I sighed. We both knew I wasn’t a
diplomat. Rinakin wasn’t a Council member anymore, but he was the High Chancellor of the
Independents. The members of the Council listened to him—those left on our side, at least.Still.
“You can’t cooperate with them,” I said. “That is their way.”“Cooperation is not evil, Alanik,”
Rinakin said. “It depends entirely upon who you are cooperating with.”“It’s evil to cooperate with
them,” I insisted. “They want to work with our oppressors.”“We all want the same thing,” Rinakin
said. “Peace for ReDawn.”“But the way they’re going about it is wrong.”“It is. And someone has to
continue to tell them that, so they can’t forget there’s another way.”Rinakin exited Industry’s
airspace and turned toward Spindle, a smaller tree where we both made our homes. An alert
flashed on the panel—the color indicated that we were ordered to stop at the nearest landing
bay for inspection by a government vehicle. Normally this alert was used for traffic violations,
though we were flying at regulation speed through open airspace.Alanik, Quilan said in my head.
We’ve come to escort you to the Council chambers. Please ground your ship.I dug my nails into
the plush armrest. “It’s Quilan,” I said. He wasn’t a teleporter, but he did have access to cytonic
skills I hadn’t yet been able to access—including concussion bolts and mindblades. Last I knew,
he wasn’t strong enough to use the mindblades effectively, making him as dangerous to himself
as he was to others. “He wants us to land so he can escort me to the Council.”“You can flee to
Hollow,” Rinakin said. “But they’ll come for you there, and you won’t have enough people to
defend yourselves. We simply don’t have enough pilots to resist them.”Rinakin turned the ship
toward the nearest landing bay, a loading dock for one of the lumber yards. We cruised over a lot
filled with old bark that had been stripped away. It would be turned into remanufactured wood in
a pressing facility nearby and used for buildings that couldn’t be hollowed from the
branches.The ship following us pulled up over our left wing to escort us down into the landing
bay. Rinakin turned off his boosters and lowered his altitude lever, bringing us down onto the
smooth, shaved wooden surface.As he did, Quilan’s voice reached into my mind again. I’m here
in peace, he said. This doesn’t have to get aggressive.I dug my nails harder into the armrest. His
words made me want to scream. There was nothing quite so frustrating as soft words being
wielded like clubs. At least a straightforward attack was honest; everyone could see it for what it
was.Later, when the Council discussed this, Quilan would testify that he was perfectly docile and
reasonable, and I was going to look like the problem.My fingers pierced through the armrest. I
was going to owe Rinakin for repairs, but I wasn’t sorry. It felt good.If that made me aggressive,
so be it.“I don’t like leaving you here,” I said. “You could come with me.”“Our branches fork here,”
Rinakin said. “But we’re still connected at the root.”Pretty words that meant there was no
convincing him otherwise.I reached across the negative realm, searching for that strange planet,
the rock with the eerie, clear atmosphere surrounded by orbital platforms and a thick layer of
debris.I found it, but as I tried to form the coordinates in my mind, the surface of the planet felt
slippery. Empty. Blank.They had a cytonic inhibitor. When had that happened? That hadn’t been
there when I’d left them. I didn’t think they had enough cytonics or enough knowledge to form one
—this was probably more similar to the ones used by the Superiority, especially because it



seemed to cover the entire planet.I scanned over the area searching for a gap, but I found none.
Instead I sensed a mind hovering in their atmosphere—Jorgen. His abilities were still active,
otherwise I wouldn’t have been able to find him.Superiority cytonic inhibitors operated with a key
—a set of impressions that allowed a cytonic to bypass the inhibitor. That made the inhibitors
particularly nasty, neutralizing all cytonics except for those the Superiority sanctioned. I didn’t
imagine the Superiority had handed the humans one—they must have somehow found one on
their own.At least I could speak to Jorgen, even if I couldn’t hyperjump to his location.Rinakin
released the ship doors and stepped out with his hands held clearly in front of him. “Quilan!”
Rinakin said. “Thank you for escorting me. I was going home to prepare, but since you’ve gone
to the trouble I’d be happy to come with you now. Alanik has business of her own to attend to, so
I’m afraid she’s going to have to request an extension—”A flare of cytonic energy blasted from
Quilan—a concussion bolt that sent Rinakin to his knees.ThreeRinakin knelt, looking up at
Quilan, who remained in his ship. He’d been stunned by the bolt—a mindblade cut through
physical material, but a concussion bolt passed right through it, bouncing around inside your
skull. Quilan had surprised Rinakin, hit him dead on. He’d be stunned for a few minutes at least,
and would probably have a headache for days.Two security guards stepped up on either side of
Rinakin, each taking him by an arm. They weren’t rough with him, but they placed their hands on
him firmly and hustled him into the hold of the ship.I thought this didn’t have to get aggressive, I
sent to Quilan. He was going to come with you.We welcome your cooperation, Quilan said.I had
to get out of here, but if they were going to hurt Rinakin, I was bringing him with me whether he
liked it or not.I couldn’t let them take him, not to hand over to the Superiority. I could hyperjump to
him—one touch and I could take him with me as I escaped. I reached toward the ship, past
Quilan, who stared at me with a hard look on his face. Into the back, where I could see the bone
ridges of the top of Rinakin’s head, where he sat sandwiched between the two guards.My mind
hit a pocket of dead space.No. They had a cytonic inhibitor on board, creating a space behind
Quilan that I couldn’t reach with my powers, even though Quilan could obviously use his.Cytonic
inhibitors required cooperation from multiple cytonics, but if Quilan had brought everyone he
would have surrounded the ship to keep me from escaping as well. Beyond Rinakin and the
guards, I spotted two diones with bright blue skin. This was Superiority technology, run by those
diones because the Superiority would never entrust something that powerful to a “lesser
species.”Unity was already working with the enemy, trading away ReDawn’s autonomy for the
ability to destroy the Independence.Alanik, Quilan said. Step out of the ship, if you would. He
sounded so reasonable, which only made me angrier.I wasn’t coming with him. I reached into
the negative realm toward his mind, ready to tell him so, when I caught a bit of cytonic
communication coming into his ship.—have them yet? someone asked.Not yet, Quilan
responded. —picking them up——getting impatient…wants humans, but we don’t have them…
they will have to do. We need to make the offer before—I paused, my hands on the altitude
control. Quilan’s ship hovered over my wing, but if I engaged my boosters, I could shoot out from
under his wing and then ascend. I’d flown with Quilan in the junior leagues. I knew I was a better



pilot.But what was that? The Council was getting impatient. They didn’t have any harbored
humans to turn over, so instead they were going to make an offer.What were they offering?
Rinakin and me?I wasn’t going to be their next bargaining piece. But Rinakin—they were going
to give up the leader of the anti-Superiority movement as an offering to appease them.You’re
going to give us to them? I asked Quilan.Your cooperation is appreciated, Quilan said.This
wasn’t happening.I couldn’t hyperjump in there. I couldn’t save Rinakin.The only thing I could do
was run.I twisted the dial that fired the boosters.The ship roared to life, but it only jerked forward
a few inches. I twisted around to look and found that Quilan had used a light hook to hold my
ship in place. He climbed out of his ship, walking with a brisk step. He might want to convince me
that he came in peace, but he also didn’t want to give me time to escape.As long as I didn’t let
him get me in the back of that ship, he couldn’t keep me here.“Alanik,” Quilan called. He was no
longer speaking to me cytonically, possibly trying to distract me from anything else I might hear.
“Come with us, and we can get this all worked out.” He slowed as he approached the door to the
ship.I was going to have to leave this ship behind, but I might be able to get a new one at Hollow.
I reached through the negative realm, forming the coordinates for the base on Hollow in my
mind. If that base was the last holdout, I could take shelter there while I made contact with the
humans. I’d also be better positioned to get my people out if things went wrong.“I’m sorry,
Alanik,” Quilan said. “I thought you might still see reason.” He sent a concussion bolt flying into
the ship. I felt it coming and ducked just in time, missing most of it, though my ears rang and my
vision swam.I ripped into the negative realm, hanging there for a gut-dropping moment, staring
out at thousands of white eyes that all focused on me. I felt lost here as I always did, slack and
untethered like a streamer torn free of its post, floating for a moment before fluttering inevitably
downward into the dark. The eyes regarded me as a trespasser—And then I returned to myself. I
stood in a vestibule in the Independence base on Hollow, a tree even larger than Industry,
though far less populated. This tree was dead, and was now used mostly for lumber
harvesting.Through the enormous window comprising one wall of the vestibule, I could see
Wandering Leaf—an abandoned military platform similar to the ones that had shot me down
when I first visited the human planet—drifting in the miasma. The platform was slowly migrating
closer to Hollow, though if it had to threaten any of our trees with its autoturrets, at least it was a
sparsely populated one.The base around me was silent, the hallways empty. That was odd—
there were usually a hundred people in residence here helping with the lumber transportation,
keeping an eye on Wandering Leaf, and monitoring the tree itself for signs that it was becoming
unstable.“Secure the area,” a voice said at the end of the hall, and I pivoted to see several
people approaching. They were wearing Unity pilot uniforms, yellow leaves emblazoned on their
shoulders.They’d already taken the base. So where were the Independence pilots? I ducked
back into the corner, hiding in a recess until the Unity pilots had passed me by.Motion through
the window caught my eye. I looked down to see a Unity ship hovering just under the branch,
outside the base’s landing bay. It would be dangerous to hyperjump again so soon, especially if I
wanted to bring my brother or some of the other Independence pilots with me when I jumped out



again. I’d never done many jumps so close together before—the more times I hyperjumped in
quick succession, the more I would draw the attention of the eyes. Being a teleporter was
considered one of the most hazardous of the cytonic skills, because we traveled physically
through the negative realm.We didn’t always come back. But the risk would be worth it if I could
get us all to safety.When I reached into the negative realm, the surface of that ship felt smooth
and impenetrable—blank, like the inside of the ship that had taken Rinakin.Another Superiority
inhibitor.Unity wasn’t going to turn us all over, were they?Alanik, Quilan said in my mind. He’d
found me again, though he was still near Industry and he couldn’t hyperjump after me. Come
back so we can discuss this.So they could capture me was more like it.Rinakin was right. We
needed allies who knew how to fight. If I could convince the humans to side with us instead of
the Superiority, maybe we could remind my people of our heritage of resistance, remind them of
what we were capable of.
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Robin Snyder, “A must read in the series.. Normally I'd say you can take or leave novellas, that
isn't quite true in the Skyward series. The novellas are definitely must reads so you know what is
going on with all of Spensa's flight crew in her absence. A lot happens to the characters she has
left behind.Alanik is back at her planet and things do not seem to be going well for her people.
They have resisted the superiority for so long but now some of the elders want to have peace so
much they aren't worried about the cost of that peace. Alanik must see if the humans she met
might be able to help her and her people to resist so they might form and alliance again against
the superiority.Scud there is a lot of action in this. I liked seeing another world and how it is both
the same and different than some of the others we have visited. Alanik's people and how they
have resisted the superiority throughout the years differently than the human will make them
interesting allies.Jorgen's journey in this was difficult too. He has some big changes in his life
and new shoes to fill lets see if Jerkface is up to the task.”

John Michael, “After feeling a little cheated upon my completion of the 2nd book. Please don’t
consider anything that I share with you, that I didn’t enjoy reading the 2nd book in the Skyward
series written by Brandon Sanderson, I thought that he missed an opportunity develop the other
characters who made up the entire.Skyward squadron when Spin said, “1+1=3,” softly to M-Bot,
i finally realized that the wonderful results that they had unexpectedly been capable doing,
should not and most definitely could not be attributed to the actions of one young woman, call
sign: Spin! The Skyward Squadron had accomplished were from the unique skills and talents
that every member of the Squadron had developed during a rather short period of time in each
one’s lives. I just completed reading this 2nd Novella and remembering that this is only my
opinion and that the only way that you can determine if anything that I’ve shared with you has
any validity, you’ll need to read this Novella yourself.I think that if you read my opinion about this
book, you won’t be surprised when you read that I highly recommend that you consider making,
not just this book, but every book and the three Novellas as a part of your personal library.If you
are disabled, just like me, I’ve discovered that purchasing the Kindle book and the audible.com
narration creates a synergistic experience where any long time reader has already known that
when Spin said, “1+1=3, were absolutely true.JMC”

Marjorie Dawson, “An exciting read, from an alien perspective!. An exciting novella that
culminates in a totally thrilling finale. The characters are strong and, unusually, they are seen
from the perspective of the alien Alanik, who is unused to humans but slowly gets to grips with
how the pilots work together as a strong group.The extended dialogue shows us each
character's personality in detail, and situations are allowed to develop beyond breathless
dramatic sound bites into a full and exciting narrative.I strongly recommend this as an important
of the Skyward series.”



FYNN & LORENZ, “Just WOW! Who knew that a novella could be even better than the book!.
Amazing threading of characters, emotions, conflicts, villains, learning powers and capabilities...
just WOW! The only bad thing that I could possibly say is that I am so addicted to this series
that it is going to hurt to finish the next book.  Sanderson and Patterson are an amazing team!”

Richard M. Golland, “excellent perspective play. Switching from point of view to point of view can
be disorienting but Sanderson does it extremely well. Each character’s perspective is unique,
though similar.  Having a different perspective in school book has been a joy.”

K. G. A. Alavi, “Worth fighting for. An excellent continuation of Skyward Filght. This book is told
from Alanik's point of view. It is good to have an outside point of view, explore Alanik's culture
and develop her character.The politicians of both world have decided it is better to negotiate
with the Superiority then continuing to fight them. However Skyward Flight are defiant by both
nature and nurture. Now they have a kindred spirit in Alanik. Both Skyward Flight and Alanik's
people need to learn what they are fighting for.A great story with extremely high implication for
two planets and possible for the universe as a whole a must read for any fan of the series.
Definitely read this book before Cytonic (book 3).”

Mask, “Excellent sequel. If anything I liked it better than Sunreach, which was excellent. These
novellas are perfect for that hunger I felt during the excellent Starsight for the missing Skyward
flight. It is a compete success and I am amazed that with a new author doing pros I could barely
tell. Patterson has clearly worked hard to maintain continuity and work seamlessly with
Sanderson and that had paid off. The characters read like them and the very different
perspectives of the this first person and FM in Sunreach were both handled excellently. It's to
both authors credit how well, in a short text, they have progressed story, deepened many
characters, presented a whole new culture and delved so much more into Cytonics. Can't wait to
read Cytonic itself after that ending.”

Graham Blades, “ReDawn is a refreshing take on an established universe. I recently read
ReDawn by Janci Patterson and Brandon Sanderson, the second Skyward Flight novella set
between Starsight and Cytonic. This is another that follows a different character in the series. For
this one, we focus on Alanik of the planet ReDawn who crash landed on Detritus. They
eventually meet Jorgen and FM of Skyward Flight and found that the consideration of peace
from the Superiority is going ahead but Alanik does not trust their lies. They turn to Skyward
Flight who may have the power to save their planets or discover their secrets.These novellas are
a great edition to Sanderson's Skyward world and gives us more of Patterson as a writer.
ReDawn takes a different perspective from Sunreach where we are thrust into an alien culture
with Alanik. These are an enjoyable race to read but may not be the most unique that I have
read. The way that Alanik speaks and conforms themselves is a refreshing take on the story and



really broadens the scope of the universe we have been introduced to previously.The exploration
and transportation of this story is handled well. We are told more about the Cytonic powers and
those (cute) slugs that help our team but the descriptive writing did take away from the story
when I felt it needed a little push. There was a lot to digest at points but when they story hit it was
engaging from beginning to end.Patterson has really came into her own here and I'm excited for
more stories from her and this universe.”

JJ, “Great little appetiser for the up and coming cytonic book coming 25/11/21. This is a one of
three novellas telling the story of what is going on between detritus and redawn while the
protagonist is away in star sight.Each novella tells a light but important story of fighting for
species survival.I have really these novellas and look fowlard to reading Cytonic!Well done
Brandon/Janci!!!!”

Rowan, “Brilliant. A superb story running parallel to the main novels. I love getting to know the
other characters  and their plights. I just adore Sanderson's character writing.”

The book by Brandon Sanderson has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 2,532 people have provided
feedback.
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